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Pnictogens and chalcogens are both viable anions for promoting Fe-based superconductivity and
intense research activity in the related families has established systematic correlation between the Fe-
anion height and the superconducting critical temperature Tc, with an optimum Fe-anion height of
∼ 1.38 Å. Here, we report the discovery of superconductivity in a novel compound LaFeSiO1−δ that
incorporates a crystallogen element, Si, and challenges the above picture: considering the strongly
squeezed Fe-Si height of 0.94 Å, the superconducting transition at Tc = 10 K is unusually high. In
the normal state, the resistivity displays non-Fermi-liquid behavior while NMR experiments evidence
weak antiferromagnetic fluctuations. According to first-principles calculations, the Fermi surface of
this material is dominated by hole pockets without nesting properties, which explains the strongly
suppressed tendency towards magnetic order and suggests that the emergence of superconductivity
materializes in a distinct set-up, as compared to the standard s±- and d-wave electron-pocket-
based situations. These properties and its simple-to-implement synthesis make LaFeSiO1−δ a
particularly promising platform to study the interplay between structure, electron correlations and
superconductivity.

INTRODUCTION10

Iron-based superconductors (IBSC) are presently a11

well established class of unconventional superconductors,12

spanning multiple structural families [1]. At their core,13

IBSCs consist of a square planar lattice of Fe atoms,14

tetrahedrally coordinated by pnictogen or chalcogen el-15

ements X (typically X = As or Se) placed above and16

below the Fe plane. Different spacers can be intercalated17

between this central structural unit, thereby forming the18

different IBSC families. It turns out that the supercon-19

ducting critical temperature (Tc) can be correlated with20

the X anion height from the Fe plane hFe-X (shown in21

Fig. 2b), with the maximum Tc ≃ 56 K corresponding22

to hFe-X ∼ 1.38 Å [2, 3]. At the optimal height, the23

FeX4 tetrahedra becomes regular with the X-Fe-X angle24

α = 109.47°. The IBSC class has recently been extended25

to other layered materials where pnictogen/chalcogen26

atoms are replaced by Ge in YFe2Ge2 and by Si in LaFe-27

SiH and LaFeSiFx [4–6]. This is very interesting because28

it further establishes the prospect of finding more IBSCs.29

Simultaneously, it is also surprising since the use of crys-30

tallogens —i.e. group 14 elements— has been discussed31

as detrimental to superconductivity since a ferromagnetic32

ground state should become favoured as opposed to the33

anti-ferromagnetic ground state which is normally asso-34

ciated with the parent compounds of IBSCs [7].35

In this work, we report a further extension of the iron-36

crystallogen superconductors with the synthesis of the37

novel compound LaFeSiO1−δ. This compound represents38
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a new intriguing member of the so-called 1111 family39

not only for evading ferromagnetism but also, and per-40

haps more importantly, because of its exceptional crys-41

tal structure (Fig. 2a) where the Fe-Si height drops to42

0.94(1) Å. This parameter is far away from what is con-43

sidered the optimal geometry for superconductivity in44

the IBSCs, and indeed produces drastic changes in the45

electronic properties as we show below. Yet, supercon-46

ductivity is observed below onset Tc = 10 K with a small47

δ = 10 % oxygen deficit in the compound. This find-48

ing thus challenges the current notion that crystallogens49

should be avoided when searching for new IBSCs, and50

provides a qualitatively new platform to further scruti-51

nize the link between the crystal structure and the elec-52

tronic properties in Fe-based superconductors.53

RESULTS54

Synthesis and Crystallographic structure55

Polycrystalline LaFeSiO1−δ samples were synthesized56

from the non-superconducting, weak Pauli paramagnet57

LaFeSi precursor [8] (see details in Methods). Fig. 158

shows the energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX)59

spectrum of one crystallite measured after oxygenation60

in a transmission electron microscope (TEM). The ele-61

mental composition deduced from the spectrum confirms62

the atomic ratio 1:1:1 for the elements La, Fe and Si63

as in the precursor. In addition, we observe an intense64

peak at 0.525 keV. This peak corresponds to the Kα1
65

electronic transition of oxygen, which shows that oxy-66

gen is present. The inset in Fig. 1 shows the hk0-67

plane of the 3D electron diffraction patterns obtained68

from the crystallite. This cut reveals that the tetrago-69

nal P4/nmm space-group symmetry of the precursor is70

preserved after oxygenation. Furthermore, the analysis71
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of the full dataset reveals unambiguously electron den-72

sity corresponding to oxygen, occupying the 2b Wyckoff73

position located at the center of the La4 tetrahedron (see74

Fig. 6 in Supplementary Information (S.I.)). This shows75

that the oxygen which was detected by EDX is in fact76

present in the crystal structure and is not only a surface77

contamination.78

The refined structural parameters at 300 K from neu-79

tron powder diffraction (NPD) are shown in Table I (cor-80

responding to the Rietveld fit shown Fig. 2b). The81

refinement confirms the presence of oxygen in the La482

tetrahedron with an occupancy of 0.90(2). Investigat-83

ing several samples has shown similar values of the unit84

cell parameters, indicating that this occupancy is consis-85

tently reached.86

When comparing to the precursor [8, 9], we observe87

a strongly anisotropic expansion of the unit cell, due to88

the oxygen inserted in the iso-symmetrical (P4/nmm)89

structure of LaFeSi. Specifically, the lattice parameters90

of LaFeSiO1−δ are a = 4.1085(4) Å and c = 8.132(2) Å,91

resulting in a change of the c/a ratio from LaFeSi to92

LaFeSiO1−δ, from 1.74 to 1.98.93

The refined atomic positions, also shown in Table I,94

reveal that the z parameter of Si is low, leading to an an-95

ion height hFe−Si = 0.94(1) Å. This is considerably lower96

than in LaFeAsO where hFe−As = 1.32(1) Å [10, 11]. In97

LaFeSiO1−δ, however, the Fe-containing block is chem-98

ically different from the arsenides so it may be better99

compared to LaFeSiH for which hFe−Si = 1.20(1) Å [4].100

In any case, the trend is similar to what is seen for101

the arsenides where the Fe-As layer is more compressed102

in LaFeAsO than the substituted LaFeAsO1−xHx [10].103

However, hFe−Si in LaFeSiO1−δ is far from the geome-104

tries recorded for other IBSCs. Considering the corre-105

lation between hFe−Si and Tc currently proposed in the106

literature for iron pnictides or -chalcogenides, this geom-107

etry should be detrimental to superconductivity [12].108

It is also interesting to consider the resulting angle109

α(Si-Fe-Si) of the FeSi4 tetrahedral unit as this is of-110

ten used as a measure of the tetrahedral geometry. The111

Tc is normally optimised around the regular tetrahedron112

value namely α = 109.47° [11, 13–15]. In LaFeSiO1−δ the113

α angle is found to be α = 130.9 (8)°, resulting from the114

compression of the Fe-Si layer along the c-axis upon in-115

sertion of oxygen. This is again far away from the geom-116

etry where superconductivity is optimized for arsenides117

and it is also away from values found in the fringe case118

LaFePO where Tc is below 6 K with an angle of α = 119.2°119

[16–18].120

The crystal structure was also measured at low tem-121

peratures (2 K and 100 K) using NPD. The unit cell is122

contracted at low temperatures and unit cell parameters123

reach a = 4.1019(6) Å and c = 8.090(2) Å at 2 K (see124

inset of Fig. 2b). In these measurements, no signature125

of neither structural distortion nor long-range magnetic126

order was detected.127

Superconducting properties128

Fig. 3a shows the electrical resistance as a function of129

temperature as measured on a small grain of LaFeSiO1−δ.130

The residual resistivity ratio of this grain is around 15131

(Fig. 3b), much better than for large cold pressed samples132

(∼ 2). When measuring these large samples we observe133

a drop in the resistance at low temperatures, which is134

partial, likely due to insulating grain boundary effects135

(see Fig. 9 in S.I.). However, for the small grain, the136

drop is complete as we can see in Fig. 3b. This evidences137

superconductivity in LaFeSiO1−δ with onset Tc ≃ 10 K.138

In Fig. 3c we show the field dependence of Tc up to 7 T139

determined for a large cold pressed polycrystalline sam-140

ple. By performing a linear fit and using the Werthamer-141

Helfand Hohenberg (WHH) formula, we roughly estimate142

the upper critical field Hc2(0 K) to be ∼ 17 T. Since the143

Tc is determined from the onset and not from zero re-144

sistivity, such value should be considered as an upper145

bound for the true thermodynamic Hc2.146

Fig. 3d shows the magnetization difference ∆M be-147

tween 2 K and 15 K, i.e. below and just above Tc, as a148

function of field. The typical hysteresis loop of a type-II149

superconductor is clearly observed. There is also a sig-150

nificant ferromagnetic contribution that saturates around151

3 T. Nevertheless, the change in magnetization between152

2 K and 15 K is dominated by the superconducting phase,153

whereas the ferromagnetic contribution, attributed to the154

secondary phase La(Fe1−xSix)13 (see S.I. for a detailed155

discussion), changes very little at low T given its very156

high Curie temperature TCurie > 200 K [19].157

Evidence of diamagnetism is further provided by the158

negative sign of the zero-field cooled susceptibility, as159

measured by the slope of ∆M(H) (Fig. 3e). The160

volumetric susceptibility calculated from the slope is161

χV = −0.15 which corresponds to 300 times the dia-162

magnetic susceptibility of pyrolytic carbon, the strongest163

non-superconducting diamagnetic substance known in164

the literature [20]. Therefore, the diamagnetic signal ob-165

served in these measurements again evidences supercon-166

ductivity in LaFeSiO1−δ.167

We note that the measured volume susceptibility is a168

linear combination of contributions from the supercon-169

ducting LaFeSiO1−δ phase and the ferromagnetic back-170

ground, the two having opposite signs. Therefore, the171

apparent susceptibility yields just a lower bound for the172

estimate of the superconducting volume fraction, which173

is 15%. Such moderate superconducting volume fraction,174

as well as the relatively broad transition observed in the175

resistivity, may also be linked to chemical inhomogeneity176

on the oxygen site arising from the sluggish nature of the177

oxygenation process. Hence, despite the refined oxygen178

deficit of the sample being δ = 0.1, the actual oxygen179

content behind the observed superconductivity at ∼10 K180

may be different and distributed over some small δ range.181

However, the slight optimization of Tc in this oxysilicide,182

reachable by tuning δ, is out of the scope of the present183

study. In any case, the superconducting volume frac-184

tion measured in our samples is definitely larger than185
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the amount of secondary phases so that it can safely be186

attributed to LaFeSiO1−δ (for more details see S.I.).187

Around 30 Oe the magnetization deviates from the lin-188

ear behaviour observed at low field (Fig. 3e). This gives189

us an estimate of the lower critical field Hc1 at 2 K. The190

magnetization as a function of temperature was also mea-191

sured, and is shown in Fig. 3f. We observe the Meissner192

effect as well as a large shielding around 10 K (see zoom193

in Fig. 8 in S.I.) despite the magnetic background from194

parasitic phases contributing as a linear slope in the mag-195

netization.196

Normal-state properties197

In the normal state, the resistivity varies as Tα as found198

in other Fe-based superconductors [21–23]. While enlarg-199

ing the fitting range tends to decrease α and to degrade200

the fit quality, a good fit to T 1.4 is obtained up to 80 K as201

shown in Fig. 3a. Finding α ̸= 2 is typical of non Fermi-202

liquid behavior. Considering the established correlation203

between the resistivity exponent α and the strength of204

spin fluctuations [24–26], the value α ≃ 1.4 suggests that205

charge carriers in LaFeSiO1−δ are scattered off spin fluc-206

tuations of similar strength as moderately overdoped Fe-207

based pnictides, tetragonal FeSe1−xSx [27] or YFe2Ge2208

[28]. As we now explain, the presence of spin fluctua-209

tions is supported by our 29Si nuclear magnetic resonance210

(NMR) results.211

First, we observe that the Knight shift K decreases212

from room T down to low T (Fig. 4a). As in most Fe-213

based superconductors of various doping levels, this be-214

havior reflects the decrease of the static, uniform spin215

susceptibility χspin(q = 0) upon cooling (see for example216

refs. [25, 26, 29–32]). Visibly, the Fe d electrons produce217

a transferred hyperfine field at Si sites, just as they do at218

As/Se sites in iron pnictides/chalcogenides. 29Si NMR219

thus promises to be a sensitive probe of the electronic220

properties in this new family of Fe-based superconduc-221

tors.222

Here, in LaFeSiO1−δ, we find that the spin-lattice re-223

laxation rate 1/T1 divided by temperature T increases224

at low T (Fig. 4c), which signifies that the low-energy225

(∼ µeV) spin fluctuations strengthen upon cooling. The226

observed ∼ 50 % enhancement of 1/(T1T ) resembles data227

in the middle of the overdoped regime of 1111 or 122 fam-228

ilies of iron-based superconductors, for which spin fluc-229

tuations are relatively weak [25, 26, 29–38]. This ob-230

servation is consistent with the above described resis-231

tivity exponent but one should not conclude from this232

that LaFeSiO1−δ has the same doping or the same Fermi233

surface as moderately overdoped 122 pnictides: for in-234

stance, a similarly mild enhancement of 1/(T1T ) is also235

found in nonsuperconducting Fe1.03Se [39], in tetragonal236

FeSe1−xSx [31], in LiFeAs [26] and in LiFeP [40]. On237

the other hand, Fe pnictides with -or close to- spin or-238

dering [25, 26, 29–38], or even FeSe that does not or-239

der [39], show much larger enhancement of 1/(T1T ) at240

low T . The relatively weak, albeit tangible, spin fluctu-241

ations imply that LaFeSiO1−δ does not lie in the imme-242

diate vicinity of a magnetic instability. A difference with243

FeSe1−xSx and most 1111 or 122 pnictides (a notable244

exception being BaFe2(As1−xPx)2 [24]) is the absence245

of any discernible activated contribution to 1/(T1T ) at246

high temperatures (typically between 300 K and 100 K),247

usually attributed to small-momentum fluctuations (so-248

called intraband transitions [29]). This thus suggests dis-249

tinctive Fermi surface topology in LaFeSiO1−δ.250

The dominant wave vector q of the fluctuations can-251

not be determined from the present experiment, so it is252

not necessarily (0, π) in principle. Nevertheless, that the253

value of the ratio αKorr = ℏ γ2
e/(4π kB γ2

n)(1/(T1T K2)254

(where γe and γn are the electron and nuclear gyro-255

magnetic ratio, respectively) largely exceeds 1 and grows256

upon cooling (Fig. 4f) is an indication that the fluctua-257

tions are predominantly of antiferromagnetic nature [41],258

i.e. with q ̸= 0 (note that in this estimate we have implic-259

itly assumed that the orbital contribution to K is small260

compared to the spin contribution and that the hyperfine261

field at Si sites is relatively isotropic).262

The NMR data also provide evidence of spatial hetero-263

geneity, as observed in several Fe-based materials [33–38]:264

upon cooling below ∼100 K, the moderate increase of265

the line width (Fig. 4b) indicates that the distribution266

of Knight shift values broadens. The concomitant devi-267

ation from 1 of the stretching exponent β (Fig. 4d and268

Methods) shows that a distribution of T1 values develops269

alongside with the growth of spin fluctuations. The dis-270

tributed K and T1 likely stem from spatial variations of271

the electronic spin polarization around defects [42, 43].272

Finally, we notice that 1/(T1T ) no longer increases be-273

low 20 K and even drops somewhat below 10 K, that is,274

below a temperature close to the zero-field Tc (Fig. 4c).275

This is surprising since the magnetic field of 15 T used276

in the NMR experiment should be close to the supercon-277

ducting upper critical field Hc2 (see above) and thus we278

would expect to see essentially no sign of superconduc-279

tivity down to our lowest temperature of 1.7 K. That the280

stretching exponent β concomitantly reverts its T depen-281

dence (Fig. 4d) suggests that both the spectral weight282

and the inhomogeneity of low-energy spin fluctuations283

are reduced below 10 K. This behavior is unlikely to284

arise from inhomogeneous superconductivity in the sam-285

ple or from freezing of spin fluctuations at the NMR286

timescale [33] as both mechanisms should not lessen the287

inhomogeneity. More work is however required to under-288

stand this interesting pseudogap-like behavior that paral-289

lels earlier observations in LiFeP [40] as well as in Co and290

F-doped LaFeAsO [37, 38, 44]) and FeSe1−xSx [31, 45].291

Electronic structure292

Fig. 5 shows the calculated orbital-resolved density of293

states (DOS) and the band structure of LaFeSiO. Simi-294

larly to the reference LaFeAsO compound [46], there is a295

group of 12 bands between −5.5 eV and 2.5 eV relative296

to the Fermi energy EF that come from O-2p, Si-2p and297

Fe-3d states, with the La states contributing at higher298

energy. The Fe-3d derived bands, in particular, appear299

between −2.5 eV and 2 eV and dominate the DOS at300

the Fermi level and thereby the metallic character of the301
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system. However, the distinct crystal structure of LaFe-302

SiO has a fundamental impact on the low-energy elec-303

tronic features of this new material. While the Fermi304

surface preserves the two hole cylinders around the Bril-305

louin zone center (i.e. around the Γ-Z direction), the306

extra band that crosses the Fermi level and gives rise to307

the third 3D hole pocket in LaFeAsO is pushed upwards308

at higher energy. In this way, the hole doping introduced309

by the As → Si substitution is absorbed in a non-rigid-310

band-shift fashion and results in tiny electron pockets at311

the zone edge (M-A line). When it comes to supercon-312

ductivity, however, the band that mainly absorbs this313

doping remains passive in the standard picture (see e.g.314

[47]). Moreover, one of the electron pockets around the315

M-A line looses its Fe-3dx2−y2 content in favor of a Si-2p316

character due to the hybridization with the presumably317

passive band that now crosses the Fermi level at the zone318

edge and further provides the Fermi-surface sheet with319

the largest area. This drastically deteriorates the nesting320

of the Fermi surface, and thereby the tendency towards321

single-stripe AFM order as we discuss below.322

In fact, the fully optimized P4/nmm paramagnetic323

structure obtained in our DFT calculations agrees re-324

markably well with the experimental one. Specifically, we325

find the lattice parameters a = 4.114 Å and c = 8.144 Å326

with zSi = 0.108 and zLa = 0.649, so that the calcu-327

lated anion height is hFe-Si = 0.88 Å (i.e. the difference328

with the experimental lattice parameters is below 0.7 %329

while the difference with the experimental hFe-Si is 6 %).330

This is in striking contrast to the pnictides, in particu-331

lar LaFeAsO, where such a degree of agreement is only332

obtained in magnetically ordered solutions —thereby re-333

vealing a non-trivial magneto-structural interplay [48–334

50]. This interplay, however, is absent in LaFeSiO.335

To further verify this circumstance, we considered the336

most relevant magnetic orders and we found in fact a337

much weaker overall tendency towards magnetism. This338

is the case even at the generalized gradient approximation339

(GGA) level, which is known to overestimate the mag-340

netism in the Fe-based superconductors [51]. Specifically,341

while we find a ferromagnetic solution, this is nearly de-342

generate with the paramagnetic one and has a very low343

Fe magnetic moment of µFe = 0.16 µB . Furthermore,344

the single-stripe AFM solution, characteristic of the pnic-345

tides, converged to the paramagnetic (µFe = 0) solution.346

The absence of single-stripe antiferromagnetic solution is347

indeed totally in tune with the absence of Fermi-surface348

nesting (Fig. 5c). Still, we find a double-stripe antiferro-349

magnetic solution whose energy difference with respect350

to the paramagnetic state is just ∆E = −5 meV/Fe351

with µFe = 0.58 µB and also a checkerboard one with352

∆E = −36 meV/Fe and µFe = 1.07 µB . We note that353

these magnetization energies are drastically reduced com-354

pared to the results obtained assuming LaFeSiO in the355

reference LaFeAsO structure (i.e. replacing As by Si356

in LaFeAsO structure) [52]. Consequently, this analysis357

pinpoints a direct link between the actual unique struc-358

ture of LaFeSiO and its reduced tendency towards mag-359

netism. Overall, the specific fermiology and the modest360

strength of antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations seen in361

DFT corroborate the conclusions drawn from the NMR362

results.363

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION364

In summary, we have reported superconductivity in the365

new crystallogenide LaFeSiO1−δ. This system displays a366

drastically reduced anion height hFe-Si = 0.94(1) Å and367

yet superconductivity with onset Tc = 10 K. In addition,368

it exhibits relatively weak spin fluctuations, consistent369

with predictions from first-principles, combined with a370

non-Fermi-liquid behavior in its normal state. To the371

best of our knowledge, the conjunction of such structural372

and superconducting properties is unprecedented in the373

Fe-based superconducting materials.374

For this category of unconventional superconductors,375

there seems to exist a quasi-universal link between struc-376

ture and Tc that is further connected to the correspond-377

ing fermiology [11, 53]. Thus, the optimal Tc corre-378

sponds to having both electron and hole Fermi-surface379

pockets whose nesting further favors the s±-wave mech-380

anism. The hole pockets, however, may disappear as in381

the strongly electron doped systems or in the interca-382

lated selenides [53]. In this case, superconductivity is383

believed to require stronger electronic correlations, even-384

tually leading to a d-wave state. LaFeSiO1−δ, however,385

materializes the opposite situation. Namely, the severe386

reduction of the anion height is accompanied with a dras-387

tic suppression of the initial electron pockets from the388

Fermi surface. This is obviously detrimental for the s±-389

mechanism, so that the emergence of superconductivity390

is likely due to stronger correlations, also in tune with its391

non-Fermi-liquid behavior. However, compared to the392

chalcogenides, the nature of these correlations is likely393

different since they originate from a different part of the394

Fermi surface (i.e. from hole as opposed to electron pock-395

ets in the intercalated chalcogenides).396

We note that the fermiology of the initial super-397

conducting crystallogenide LaFeSiH and its fluoride398

LaFeSiF0.7 counterpart still matches that of the reference399

LaFeAsO material [4, 5, 54]. Namely, even if the out-400

of-plane dispersion becomes significant in LaFeSiH, the401

Fermi surface of these crystallogenides display the char-402

acteristic electron and hole pockets of the Fe-based super-403

conductors. However, this is not the case in LaFeSiO1−δ404

as we described above and a similar situation takes place405

in LaFeSiF0.1 [5]. In both these systems the “canonical”406

electron pockets undergo a dramatic modification while407

the effective doping with respect to LaFeSiH is mainly408

absorbed by the otherwise passive band that gives rise to409

the heavy 3D hole pocket in LaFeAsO [46]. Consequently,410

despite their apparent difference in doping, these crys-411

tallogenides may well belong to a new superconducting412

dome in the “Lee plot” where the hole pockets become the413

essential ingredient as we illustrate in Fig. 6. So, beyond414

further demonstrating the possibility of Fe-based super-415

conductivity in crystallogenides, our findings challenge416
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the current picture of Fe-based superconductivity and are417

hence expected to motivate further investigations.418

METHODS419

Synthesis420

In order to obtain LaFeSiO1−δ, the LaFeSi precursor was421

heated either in air, under an oxygen flow or an emulated422

air flow (Ar 80 %/O2 20 %) for several days. Different423

conditions were tried in an attempt to control the oxy-424

gen content. However, this has been unsuccessful and425

essentially the same stoichiometry was obtained in all in-426

stances. From a crystallinity point of view, the optimal427

treatment temperature was found to be 330 °C based on428

in-situ X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements (Fig. 1429

in S.I.). The oxygen uptake was also confirmed qualita-430

tively by thermogravimetric analysis (Fig. 2 in S.I.). The431

purest LaFeSiO1−δ sample batch had a phase purity of432

96(1) % and was obtained specifically by heating the pre-433

cursor for 3 days at 330 °C in an emulated air flow consist-434

ing of 80 % Ar and 20 % O2. The ramp which was used435

for both heating and cooling was 10 °C/min. Secondary436

phases, already contained in the LaFeSi precursor, per-437

sist through the oxygenation process. Namely, the ferro-438

magnetic La(Fe,Si)13 and the paramagnetic LaFe2Si2 and439

correspond to ∼2.5(5)% and ∼1.5(5)% of the oxygenated440

sample respectively. The phase purity was estimated by441

performing a Rietveld fit of X-ray diffraction data (Fig.442

3 in S.I.).443

Resistivity444

The resistivity measurements shown in Fig. 3 (and445

Fig. 10 in S.I.) correspond to our 96% pure LaFeSiO1−δ446

batch. Resistivity was measured on a sample grain447

of approximately 150 µm x 50 µm x 50 µm. The448

grain was measured using a 4 circle diffractometer449

(λ(Kα(Mo) = 0.71 Å) revealing it to be single phase,450

consisting of a hand full of 1111-type grains. The azimu-451

tally integrated data can be indexed with the LaFeSiO1−δ452

phase determined by NPD, linking the structure and su-453

perconducting properties.454

Magnetization455

The magnetization was measured using the same sample456

batch as for the resistivity in a Quantum Design MPMS-457

XL. The sample holder was a thin straw wherein a small458

pellet of 25.9 mg was fixed using plastic film The sample459

was centered without applying an external field. It was460

then brought to 2 K where upon the field sweep was461

carried out. The sample was then heated to 300 K in462

no applied field and cooled to 15 K before once again463

measuring M(H).464

Neutron powder diffraction465

The crystal structure was investigated using neutron466

powder diffraction on the D1B instrument [55] at the ILL467

using a wavelength of λ = 1.28 Å. For this experiment, we468

used a large sample containing 67(2) % of LaFeSiO1−δ,469

∼ 29(1) % of unreacted LaFeSi and ∼ 4.0(5) % of470

LaFe2Si2. The crystal structure of LaFeSiO1−δ and the471

proportions of the phases were refined using the Rietveld472

method in the FULLPROF software [56].473

X-ray powder diffraction474

All samples which were produced were investigated by475

powder XRD, using a D8 Endeavor diffractometer with476

a Kα1,α2(Cu) source. All samples showed similar unit477

cell parameters.478

Electron diffraction and energy-dispersive479

spectroscopy480

The TEM analysis was performed on a specimen pre-481

pared by suspending a small amount of powder in482

ethanol, and depositing a drop of the liquid on a cop-483

per grid, covered by a holey carbon membrane. The484

microscope used was a Philips CM300ST (LaB6, 300485

kV) equipped with a F416 TVIPS CMOS camera and486

a Bruker Silicon Drift Energy Dispersive X-ray Spec-487

troscopy (EDX) detector. The 3D electron diffraction488

(ED) study was performed with a tomography sample489

holder allowing a tilt range of ± 50 °, using the method490

described by S. Kodjikian and H. Klein [57]. ED dataset491

processing was performed using PETS program, and the492

crystal structure model was calculated by the charge flip-493

ping algorithm [58] with the Superflip program [59] in the494

computing system JANA2006 [60].495

Nuclear magnetic resonance496

29Si measurements were performed in a fixed field of497

15 T from a superconducting coil, using a home-built498

heterodyne spectrometer. The field value was calibrated499

using metallic Cu from the NMR pick-up coil. Knight500

shift values are given with respect to the bare 29Si reso-501

nance. Spectra were obtained by adding appropriately-502

spaced Fourier transforms of the spin-echo signal. The503

spin-lattice relaxation time T1 was measured by the504

saturation-recovery method and the recoveries were fit to505

the theoretical law for magnetic relaxation of a nuclear506

spin 1/2: M(t) = M(∞) (1 − exp(−(t/T1)
β)), modified507

by an ad-hoc stretching exponent β in order to account508

for a distribution of T1 values [61].509

Electronic structure calculations510

The main calculations were performed using the511

all-electron code WIEN2k [62] based on the full-512

potential augmented plane-wave plus local orbitals513

method (APW+LO). We considered the Perdew-Burke-514

Ernzerhof (PBE) form of the generalized gradient ap-515

proximation (GGA) [63] and used muffin-tin radii of (La)516

2.30 a.u., (Fe) 2.10 a.u., (Si) 2.10 a.u., and (O) 1.80 a.u.517

with a plane-wave cutoff RMTKmax = 7.0. Additional518

calculations were performed with Quantum Espresso [64]519

using the norm-conserving ONCVPSP pseudopotentials520

from Dojo [65, 66].521
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P4/nmm (#129, origin 2)
T = 300 K, a = 4.1085(4) Å, c = 8.132(2) Å.
Atom Wyckoff pos. x y z Occ.
La 2c 1/4 1/4 0.6526(9) 1
Fe 2a 3/4 1/4 0 1
Si 2c 1/4 1/4 0.116(2) 1
O 2b 3/4 1/4 1/2 0.90(2)

TABLE I. LaFeSiO1−δ refined crystal structure at 300 K from NPD data (Bragg R-factor = 5.05).
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FIG. 1. EDX spectrum recorded on one crystallite showing an oxygen peak at 0.525 keV in the LaFeSi matrix. Inset: hk0-cut
of the reciprocal space indexed in P4/nmm space group of LaFeSiO1−δ.
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FIG. 2. a: The crystal structure as determined by NPD. The structure is shifted by (0,0,0.5) to emphasize the Fe containing
layer. b: Rietveld refinement of the NPD data collected at 300 K at the D1B instrument of ILL. Three phases are included:
LaFeSiO1−δ, LaFe2Si2 and unreacted LaFeSi (from top to bottom). Inset: Temperature dependence of a and c lattice
parameters.
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FIG. 3. a: Electrical resistance of LaFeSiO1−δ as a function of temperature showing superconductivity with onset Tc = 10 K
and non-Fermi liquid T 1.4 behavior in the normal state. b: Extended plot of the resistance up to room temperature. c:
Superconducting transition temperature versus applied field. The fit to the WHH formula gives Hc2(0) = 17 T. d: Supercon-
ducting hysteresis loop obtained by difference from the magnetization measured at 2 K and 15 K for a cold pressed cylinder of
polycrystalline LaFeSiO1−δ. e: A zoom of the initial part of d, fitted with a linear expression to obtain the susceptibility. f:
The field-cooled/zero-field-cooled magnetization curves measured on the same pellet of LaFeSiO1−δ.
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FIG. 4. a: Knight shift defined from the peak position of the 29Si resonance shown in panel e:. The continuous line represents
the activated form K = A+B exp(−∆/kB T ), as observed in various Fe-based superconductors, with ∆ = 250 K here. b: Full
width at half maximum of the 29Si resonance shown in panel e:. The line broadening arises from a distribution of Knight shifts
values. The dashed line is a guide to the eye. c: Spin-lattice relaxation rate divided by temperature. The continuous line is a fit
to the Curie-Weiss form a+c/(T+θ) with θ = 22 K. d: Stretching exponent β used to fit the nuclear recoveries in a T1 experiment
(see Methods). β provides a measure of the width of the distribution of T1 values. e: 29Si NMR line at T = 5 K in a field of
15 T. The continuous black line is a fit to an asymmetric Lorentzian form. The slight asymmetry may arise from Knight shift
anisotropy as all directions contribute to the spectrum in this powder sample. f: Ratio αKorr = ℏ γ2

e/(4π kB γ2
n)(1/(T1T K2).

αKorr ≫ 1 is evidence of predominant antiferromagnetic fluctuations. The dashed lines in panels b, d and f are guides to the
eye and the dotted lines in all the panels represent T independent behavior.
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FIG. 5. Calculated electronic structure of LaFeSiO. a: Orbital-resolved band structure along the high-symmetry directions of
the P4/nmm Brillouin zone. b: Orbital-resolved density of states. c: Perspective view of Fermi surface computed on the basis
of the experimental structure in Table I. The labels indicate the high-symmetry points and lines correspond to the k-path in a.
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FIG. 6. Superconducting transition temperature Tc as a function of the anion height from the Fe plane hFe-X for pnictides
(Pn) in purple (labelled with RE for REFeAsO1−x(H,F)x) [67] (and references therein), heavily electron doped chalcogenides
(Ch) in blue [53] and crystallogenides (Cy) in red (LaFeSiO1−δ (this work), LaFeSiFx [5] and LaFeSiH [4]). The sketches
illustrate the simplified Fermi surfaces of these materials and LaFeSiH and LaFeSiF0.7 are marked in red/purple to indicate
that the fermiology of these crystallogneides bear resemblance to the pnictides. The Tc of the pnictides and chalcogenides
peaks at different hFe-X values, which can be ascribed to their different fermiology (and hence paring mechanism). The new
superconducting crystallogenide LaFeSiO1−δ reported in this work provides yet another fermiology and appears above the tail
of the pnictide Tc(hFe-X) curve. This might reveal another FeSi-based superconducting dome.
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